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Tattooists and the Dark-Green Vinyl Folder 
By Clancy Cross 

 

       Once upon a time, tattoos were displayed mostly on the arms of sailors, bikers, and felons. At 

least that was the stereotype of the day. Today they are undeniably mainstream, with about 45 

million Americans sporting at least one and more women than men "investing" in them.  

 

       In 1978, at age 19, I was tattooed. (Mom will be shocked when she reads this, but it’s true.) I 

was in college at the time and still living at home. One afternoon I was home minding my own 

business when from the next room peals of laughter caught my attention. The moment went 

something like this:  

 

When from the next room there arose such a clatter,  

I sprang from my chair to see what was the matter.  

Away from the table I flew like a flash,  

Tore up the stairs, and slid with a crash.  

But, not to my wondering ears could escape,  

That howling young man and an audio tape.  

 

       It was Rudy, my college roommate who also lived with us. He had discovered a precious gem in 

the form of a dark-green vinyl folder containing six audio cassettes with such humorous titles as 

"Stairway to the Top," "Building a Healthy Self Image," and "Your Relationship With Others." OK, so 

the titles weren’t particularly funny. But the guy talking about them was better than funny! He was 

entertaining and inspiring, too. Who was this captivating man?  

 

       The dark-green vinyl folder was embossed in bronze with a label that read:  

 

"How to Stay Motivated"  

Created by Zig Ziglar  

Produced by: We Believe, Inc.  

Dallas, Texas 75251  

Area Code (214) 233-9191  

 

       Who was Zig Ziglar and what kind of place is "We Believe, Inc." -- a church, a recording studio, a 

tattoo parlor? Actually the third choice never crossed my mind until recently. And as it turns out, 

this Ziglar fellow was a world-class tattoo artist. Surprised? Maybe not if you’ve had a Zig 

experience. His words were the ink, the piercing truths his needles, and the way he delivered his 

message a work of art.  
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       Zig and skin expert Paul Tinman are both artists who have created countless images that 

express ideas, beliefs, and emotions. In each case, these images take up residence inside the 

human body beneath the surface of the skin. It’s significant that Zig’s tattoos are more than skin 

deep. They go all the way to the heart and mind, where human beauty resides. His magnificent 

images live on the inside where they matter most. Last of all, skin tattoos and Zig’s heart and mind 

tattoos are both so tightly bonded with the human body that they become permanent. Based on 

the evidence, I believe it’s clear that Zig is a tattooist. Although he is no longer with us, he left 

behind a body of work and a legacy that continues to tattoo people across the globe.  

 

       I hope Mom has gotten over the shock.  

 

Stories Are Tattoos  

 

       How is it possible that someone who had never crossed my path immediately made such a 

strong impact on my life? It’s not like I was starving for positive influence. Many role models, 

teachers, and protectors who challenged and guided me are among my family, friends, and 

colleagues. Yet, there was still enough room inside for the man from Yazoo City, Miss. The answer 

is in my tattoos, beginning with what I learned about the power of stories.  

 

       Zig deserves the title Master Storyteller. His tales within the dark-green vinyl folder are etched 

on my mind and heart. What I learned is that a well-told story has the power to change lives. It 

doesn’t matter whether I’m telling my story or someone else’s. Stories sell! This gem of insight 

inspired a workshop I call Storytelling in Business. The premise is that storytelling is a life-enriching, 

career-enhancing skill that people should develop and use more frequently.  

 

       Storytellers begin as story listeners. I don’t know when I completed the transition. I do 

remember when it began.  My foray into storytelling occurred at age 9 when my brother Tim and I 

would write play-by-play hockey scripts. Then, reading the stories into a tape recorder, we took 

turns pretending to be radio announcers for the Minnesota North Stars. The best part was when 

we hollered, "He shoots, HE SCORES!" Thinking back on those scripts, we must have averaged four 

goals every 30 seconds. Why waste time scripting all of the skating back-and-forth parts?!  

 

       Maybe my destiny as a storyteller was clinched when I got published in Sports Illustrated 

magazine at age 15. It was surprisingly easy. I took a joke, reworked it into a football story, and 

mailed it to the address listed in the magazine.   I remember the excitement of getting a free copy 

and a thank-you note from the editor. Since then, I’ve come to see this event as more than a happy 

childhood memory. It was a seminal moment that fueled my passion for writing and telling stories.  

(See the article at: clancycross.files.wordpress.com/2009/07/si-article-nov-1973.pdf) 
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       By the time my 20th birthday rolled around I was hooked on that dark-green vinyl folder. Rudy 

surprised me with one of the few birthday gifts I still have. It was a copy of See You at the Top, Zig’s 

classic, career-accelerating book with the following handwritten note:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       The book became more than a gift. It was another Zig experience with a really cool discovery. 

Thanks to the dark-green vinyl folder, I had memorized many of Zig’s well-known stories. What I 

learned by reading them in See You at the Top was this: Listening is good; reading is good; doing 

both is best! I noticed that as my brain processed the written words it overdubbed the sound of 

Zig’s charismatic voice. I was actually hearing what I was reading.  

 

       See You at the Top was also partly responsible for my return to reading. As an early teen I read 

a tall stack of Hardy Boys books, a couple about Freddy the Pig, and Rebel in Right Field.  My high 

school and college days were different. See You at the Top was one of only two books that held my 

attention long enough to go cover to cover. The other was a thin paperback titled The Incredible 

Bread Machine, forced on me by a philosophy professor. I mention this because there is also a 

connection between reading and becoming a master storyteller. Zig’s book tattooed me again and 

helped me get serious about serious reading.  

 

       Mom and Grandma were devoted storytellers. They read to us and explained life using stories 

that were probably read or told to them. Grandpa told stories, too. Even though he loved fishing, I 

won’t challenge the veracity of these stories. Let’s just say that he liked to embellish some of the 

details. Even as a child, I knew this was his way of making the stories more fun.  
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       Gramps was also a journalist. Late in life, he wrote Ford Tramps, an autobiographical account of 

two boys who, in 1924, bought a 1919 Model T Ford to explore America with the goal of touching 

all four corner states. Imagine such a trip without the benefits of cellphones, GPS, maps, credit 

cards, interstate highways, or any of today’s travel conveniences. The story is fascinating and filled 

with valuable life lessons. I wonder if Gramps would mind being called a tattoo artist.  

 

       With the clarity of 20/20 hindsight I now see how these experiences have nudged me along 

toward a higher purpose for my writing.  

 

Symbols Are Tattoos  

 

       Because stories are important, symbols are, too. Every family has certain words that trigger 

recall of their inner tattoos. An object, such as a Model T Ford, serves the same function as a word 

or phrase. Certainly you can identify symbols, words, and phrases that activate your family 

memories. This recall works because the symbol and the tattoo are connected. Symbols connect to 

each other, too. When I enjoy a trout dinner, I automatically think of the Brule River in northwest 

Wisconsin. The reverse connection also happens. Whichever symbol leads, I soon find myself 

replaying and retelling certain family adventures and valuable life lessons. As such, symbols are 

entries in the brain’s index of stories and lessons.  

 

       Zig could turn an ordinary household item into an unforgettable symbol that points to an 

unforgettable teaching moment. Here’s an example: We know that alarms are meant to warn us of 

impending danger. Unless you see a new day as dangerous, the device that sits by your bed and 

wakes you up in the morning is more appropriately called an "opportunity clock." By renaming the 

alarm clock he created a new symbol connected to a positive attitude. The symbol is powerful 

because of the lesson it represents.  

 

       Human beings learn and grow in two ways. Sometimes it’s the "aha moments" that help us 

move forward in life. When they happen, we celebrate. A "duh moment" as in, "Duh, I knew that or 

should have!" has the same potential, but not the same response. Why? We carry with us a "never 

a duh moment" attitude based on the belief that it’s shameful to forget something and 

unforgiveable to not know what someone else knows. So instead of celebrating our discovery, we 

blush.  

 

       Two common symbols for "aha moments" are the light bulb and a bell. (Think about it.) What if 

you created for yourself a symbol for your "duh moments," too? It could remind you that these are 

also valuable. When you are frustrated and confused you could use it to encourage yourself to look 

within for that hidden gem. Such a symbol should be easily accessible and reflect your new attitude 
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about "duh moments." For me, that symbol is a simple hand clap, a single pop. I’m working on 

adding a smile to it.  

 

A Quotation Tattoo  

 

       It’s highly unlikely that I would ever get inked, but if I did, my skin would be marked with a 

quotation. In fact, that would make a good workshop exercise.  

 

“If you were going to get a tattoo featuring a quotation, what quote would you choose 

and where would you have the tattoo located? You have 5 minutes to decide. Go!" 

 

       The artistry of a good quote is in the significance of its meaning and the choice of wording. 

That’s reason enough to stick with Zig tattoos. He had a special way with words.  

What else is cool about quotes is they can be long or short. The beauty in a quotation is like a 

painting. There’s beauty in simplicity as well as complexity. I prefer the short quotes, especially 

ones that beg for different interpretations because they help strike up a philosophical conversation.  

 

       Thanks to Zig and many others I’ve become a quotation junkie. So much so that my collection 

has become the world’s largest. It’s so big I’m forced to store it in libraries and websites throughout 

the world. (Steven Wright showed me this trick.) 

 

“I have a large seashell collection which I keep scattered 

on the beaches all over the world. Maybe you've seen it.” – Steven Wright 

 

       Like stories, quotations stimulate and expand our minds. They create images to lead us down 

paths that go beyond the words themselves. Quotations have that same potential. I think of them 

as micro-stories. Among my favorite quotes are two from Zig -- one is short, the other quite long.  

 

       The short one begins with "You can have everything". As of this writing, Googling these four 

words with quotation marks returns the complete Zig quote in five of the top six entries. Now that’s 

a quotation!  

 

       Written and delivered by Abraham Lincoln, the Gettysburg Address is fewer than 300 words. In 

the context of quotations, that’s long! Still, it’s short enough that almost anyone could learn to 

recite it from memory -- a reasonable parameter for a long quotation. My favorite long quotation is 

"We Believe." This is Zig’s Gettysburg Address. In just under 300 words, he captures the 

foundational principles that governed his life. America would be a better place if everyone 

memorized and lived by both of these.  
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       You can find "We Believe" inside the back cover of See You at the Top.  A video version is at 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4OM_weNVN8  

 

A Public Speaking Tattoo  

 

       Life experiences, most which are not outrageously difficult for a curious and moderately 

ambitious person, kindled my passion for standing in front of an audience. By the time I turned 30 

the following opportunities had both prepared me and led me to the conclusion that speaking and 

performing should be core skills of my profession: musicals, barbershop quartets, announcer for 

the University of Dayton Marching Band, teaching, and an 11-city speaking tour to talk about a U.S. 

EPA project. Whether it’s entertaining, teaching, or informing, there’s an uplifting feeling that 

comes from bringing value to a whole bunch of people all at once. I am grateful for these 

experiences and blessed by how they helped me grow as a speaker and a person.  

 

       From the beginning, I was drawn to Zig’s energy and mastery of the message. Recently I’ve 

learned some of his secrets to becoming a world-class motivational teacher. When I learned about 

his regimen, I was compelled to up my game. Zig was intentional. He scheduled three hours each 

day to develop himself through reading, studying, reflecting, planning, and praying. He prepared for 

every speaking engagement even on topics he had presented hundreds of times. He stayed healthy 

with good eating and regular exercise. When I do like Zig, I get better and learn that there’s room 

for much more improvement. (Did you hear the single hand clap? Did you see the smile?)  

 

       If I had to build my entire speaking career around a single story and deliver it in a 30- to 60-

minute time slot, I would choose Zig’s story about David Lofchick, and not just because it’s one of 

my all-time favorites. It’s also compact and can make a positive impact in a short time. In See You at 

the Top Zig begins the chapter titled “David and Goliath” with this statement: "In many ways the 

story of David Lofchick tells virtually everything I want to say in this book." Zig is setting the stage 

for his summary while subtly reminding us that stories sell. I’ve never forgotten this even if I don’t 

always remember to practice it. Thanks to this tattoo, I have a lesson that is never far away and 

manages to resurface when I need to move away from sleep-inducing facts and figures toward 

engaging, life-changing stories. 

 

Conclusion  

 

       I wonder, What if people invested as much time, effort, and money on the tattoos of their 

minds and hearts as they do on the ones they get for their bodies? How would their lives be 

different? What if they had a dark-green vinyl folder and a mentor to help them? How would their 

lives be different?  
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       In thinking about how to end, I had a simple “aha moment." I, too, am a tattooist. It’s true! 

Every time I say or do something that makes a positive impression on someone’s heart and mind, I 

am practicing the Ziglar brand of tattooing.  

 

       Do you know that you are also a member of this profession? Every day you are emblazoning 

ideas on the hearts and minds of other people and changing their lives. It doesn’t matter whether it 

was accidental or intentional, those tattoos are real. What does matter is whether or not they lead 

to positive or negative outcomes. 

 

       As a self-appointed quality-assurance tattoo consultant, I have two questions for you. Are you 

pleased with the quality of the images you create? What are you doing to improve your skills as a 

tattooist?  

 

       Regardless of your answers, remember this: "Anything worth doing is worth doing better and 

there is always room for improvement.” This is great news! Imagine how boring life’s journey 

would be if you came to a dead end with no place to grow! 
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